Protecting Information
Intel Security delivers an integrated security system that empowers you to prevent and respond to emerging threats. We help you resolve more threats faster and with fewer resources through stronger protection, superior detection, and rapid correction. Our trusted on-premises and cloud-enabled solutions and services help secure your enterprise against advanced attacks. Our connected architecture and centralized management reduce complexity and improve operational efficiency across your entire security infrastructure. Intel Security is committed to being your number one security partner—providing a complete set of integrated security capabilities.

Download the latest resources at mcafee.com/securityconnected.

Protecting Valuable Data Assets

Challenges
It's no surprise that malicious insiders and external attackers alike covet sensitive information such as intellectual property, financial records, and personal information. This information has value, and therefore it's a target. Additionally, information is at risk due to careless and negligent employees and other users with elevated levels of trust and access such as partners and consultants. Because information helps drive the business, it must be accessible and usable, lest its value be diminished. Striking a balance, where access is allowed while risk is mitigated, is essential.

Difficulties arise when organizations understand just how much sensitive information they have. Beyond volume, the information rarely resides in a single location; instead, it is spread across structured data stores such as databases and unstructured data stores such as file servers, laptops, smartphones, email messages, removable media such as USB drives, and the like. Generally, this information is accessible from multiple users, across multiple groups, and in multiple geographies. In many cases, the individuals that need access may be business partners or other groups outside of the organization's control.

Most organizations are aware of the results of not adequately protecting their information—with issues ranging from competitive disadvantage brought upon by stolen intellectual property and regulatory penalties to class action lawsuits and costs associated with disclosing breaches. While the implications are clear, executing a solution can be challenging. Common technical issues experienced by organizations trying to build an effective information protection strategy include:

- Discovering where the information is.
- Classifying the information.
- Enforcing policies to protect how information is handled.
- Monitoring real-time access on the network and the endpoint.
- Analyzing forensic data related to users interacting with information.
- Managing distributed encryption solutions.
- Mitigating attacks on databases.

In Operation Shady RAT (Remote Administration Tool), McAfee gained access to a malicious command and control server that was used in multiple targeted attacks. More than 70 organizations had been targeted using this system, and the operators were pilfering information for at least six years. The longest exfiltration of sensitive information from a single compromised organization lasted 28 months, and the average lasted almost nine months. In total, upwards of a petabyte of information was stolen.

In 2006, a laptop belonging to a data analyst was stolen. It contained personal and health data of about 26.5 million active duty troops and veterans.

According to the McAfee® white paper Data Loss by the Numbers, of all general data types, the most commonly compromised information includes names and/or addresses, Social Security numbers or equivalents, and credit card numbers.

Fortunately, these technical issues needn't plague organizations. Today, there are a number of integrated information protection solutions that are purpose-built to address these security risks and streamline the process of enabling information protection controls—and not hinder users with complicated information access mechanisms.
Solutions
There are several solutions for protecting information that offer the added benefit of reducing costs and complexity. Some are network or endpoint controls, and others are specific to data or overall security management. While many of these solutions can be effective—especially when operating within a Security Connected framework, four technologies are key: data loss prevention (DLP), controls for protecting removable storage and media, encryption, and database activity monitoring (DAM).

Data loss prevention
DLP solutions need to discover and fingerprint sensitive information regardless of format, and, through regular intervals, keep the DLP solution and related controls informed about changes such as new data stores. An effective DLP strategy will combine network- and host-based controls to protect organizations from careless or intentional data loss. Examples include uploading information, sending information outside the organization via IM or email, or even copying information to a removable media device. Operationally, the DLP solution should provide centralized management, which encompasses discovery, policy creation, analytics, and response as well as integration with other controls such as Internet gateways for broad policy enforcement.

Removable storage device and media control
One of the easiest and most common, forms of careless and malicious information exfiltration is through the use of removable media devices such as a USB drive, MP3 players, DVDs, and others. Solutions in this category must enforce the types of devices that can and cannot be used as well as the type of information that can be transferred via physical connections or wireless connections such as Bluetooth and infrared. Because USB devices have a small size and large storage capacity, encryption capabilities are essential when information is mobile. These solutions should provide transparent and automatic encryption of data when approved information is transferred to an approved USB drive. For optimized security management, the DLP solutions and USB drive management should be centralized, as their controls are closely related.

Encryption
Encryption greatly mitigates the usefulness of any lost or stolen data. In addition to USB drive encryption, additional layers of protection can be gained by adding full disk encryption to Macs and PCs. Files and folders, including network files, should utilize encryption, especially if it can be done automatically and transparently as files and folders are shared and moved throughout the organization. By using encryption solutions that are centrally managed with the information protection controls previously outlined, deployments, administration, and policy creation can be more efficient and persistent across the various solutions, resulting in lower TCO.

Database activity monitoring
Just as finding sensitive data can be difficult, so is discovering all of the databases within an organization. Database activity monitoring (DAM) solutions should be able to identify databases and provide database-specific protection—even for unpatched systems. These solutions should leverage a combination of virtual patching, protection from specific, known attacks, as well as the ability to terminate sessions that are seen as violating security policies, as in the case of zero-day attacks. These controls should work across physical databases as well as in virtualized and cloud computing environments. By leveraging the Security Connected framework from McAfee across all information protection controls such as DLP, removable device protection, encryption, and DAM, risks and costs can be mitigated while ROI is improved.

Best Practices Considerations
• Employ a strategy that addresses external attacks as well as careless and malicious insiders.
• Implement controls that are specific to data protection and augment them with supporting network and endpoint controls.
• Leverage solutions that allow for real-time and forensic analysis.
• Enact policies and controls for information protection that address critical data stores, endpoints, and removable media, as well as common information exfiltration points such as email, instant messaging, and web.
• Take advantage of encryption—especially on portable devices such as laptops and USB drives—to reduce the risk of sensitive data being recovered from a lost or stolen device.
• Protect databases with controls optimized for structured data policy enforcement.

Because of the complexity, time, money, and resources required to conduct thorough testing of databases patches, production databases are only patched two to three times per year on average.
Value Drivers

The right solutions for protecting information should provide operational value by helping organizations focus on cost avoidance—not in the insurance sense of the term, but in the sense of real-life data record loss statistics. A recent study found that the cost incurred for each lost or stolen record containing sensitive and confidential information increased more than nine percent to a consolidated average of $145.4 The right solutions for protecting information should:

- Help limit legal fees, fines, and compliance costs in the event of a data breach.
- Provide faster identification of data exfiltration conduits juxtaposed with corporate policies.
- Decrease the need for due diligence and exploratory legal fees in the event of a subpoena from third parties (if you handle third-party data).

For more information about Security Connected, visit: www.mcafee.com/securityconnected.
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